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A generalized Preisach description of hysteretic magnetotransport properties of half-metallic ferromagnets
共HMFs兲 is proposed. Assuming that the system consists of an assembly of elementary bistable hysterons
distributed in energy levels and with a range of possible energy barriers, the connection between irreversible
magnetic and transport properties of HMFs is found. Within this model, both the magnetization hysteresis and
resistivity hysteresis of HMFs can be described by a few simple assumptions common to description of
hysteresis phenomena leading to some fundamental relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

Half-metallic ferromagnets 共HMFs兲 are magnetic metals
with an unusual band structure in which only states of one
spin direction are present at the Fermi level, whereas there is
a gap in the density of states for the other spin direction 共for
recent review, see Ref. 1兲. That is, in HMFs only the electrons 共or holes兲 with spin, for example parallel of magnetization, are conducting while the charge carriers with the opposite spin direction are localized. There are several classes
of potentially half-metallic materials, such as the hole-doped
manganites La1−xAxMnO3 共with divalent cation A兲, the
double perovskites 共Sr2FeMoO6兲, the 共semi兲Heusler alloys
共NiMnSb兲, magnetite 共Fe3O4兲, rutile 共CrO2兲, and others.
Such materials are major components in devices of microelectronics, spin-electronics, and computing 共for recent review, see Ref. 2兲 and they have received significant interest
from researchers in the past decade.3–8 However, up to now a
detailed understanding of the relation between irreversible
magnetic and transport properties of these materials has been
lacking. The proposed relations between magnetization and
resistivity7–11 are actually based on the lowest-order approaches and are valid only for a restricted range of parameters. The phenomenon has eluded a complete explanation
and it is still a challenge to explain whether hysteresis in
magnetization and hysteresis in magnetoresistivity of HMFs
are mutually independent.
On thermodynamic grounds, hysteresis is a consequence
of the fact that, when the system is not able to reach the
thermodynamic equilibrium of a ground state during the time
of the experiment, the system will remain in a temporary
local minimum of its free energy, and its response to external
actions will become history-dependent.12 Recently, particular
attention has been focused on the description of combined
hysteresis and thermal relaxation in magnetic materials.13,14
The working hypothesis is that the free energy of the system
can be decomposed into the superposition of simple freeenergy profiles, each characterized by two energy minima
separated by a barrier.
Generalizing these ideas, the connection between magnetoresistance hysteresis and magnetization hysteresis in HMF
perovskite oxides is proposed in this Rapid Communication.
1098-0121/2008/77共18兲/180406共4兲

By assuming that the system consists of an assembly of elementary bistable units 共magnetic hysterons兲 with a distribution of energy levels and energy barriers, a description of the
hysteretic magnetoresistivity of HMFs is obtained. Direct relationships between magnetization hysteresis, M共H , T兲, and
magnetoresistivity hysteresis 共or magnetoresistance兲,
R共H , T兲, of HMFs are obtained. Together with the predicted
hysteretic response, the model is able to predict some specific relations in limiting cases between magnetization and
magnetoresistance which have been experimentally observed
for doped manganese perovskites.
MODELING OF MAGNETORESISTIVE HYSTERESIS

The widely used Preisach model12,15 assumes that the hysteretic system consists of a large number of elementary interacting units called hysterons. Each unit is described by an
elementary rectangular hysteresis loop, which has two field
parameters, i.e., switching fields hA and hB, with hA ⱖ hB. A
probability distribution function P共hA , hB兲, which describes
the probability density of the elementary units to have
switching fields hA, hB, is assumed to be known. Under varying external magnetic field H, the magnetization M of the
unit will depend on the previous history of field changes.
This is usually written using the operator ␥共H ; hA , hB兲, which
may be ⫾1 depending on the relation between H and hA, hB.
The magnetization may be calculated knowing the history of
variation of the magnetic field as
M共H兲 = M S

冕冕

␥共H;hA,hB兲P共hA,hB兲dhAdhB ,

共1兲

b共H兲

where M S is the saturation magnetization, and the path b共H兲
reflects the evolution of the magnetic field H over time t and
divides the whole plane hA ⱖ hB in two regions: in the first
region, all elementary units are switched up and have the
magnetization “+1,” and in the second all units are switched
down and have the magnetization “−1.” We will assume that
for the purposes of this calculation, the temperature is not too
high, so that the thermal activation effects can be neglected.
We consider that the hysteretic system under study can be
represented as an assembly of magnetic “+1” and “−1” hys-
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terons distributed in real space. The conductivity between
two neighboring magnetic hysterons depends on many factors. In order to clarify how magnetic order can determine
the transport properties of the system, the dependence of
electron scattering on the relative orientation 共parallel or antiparallel兲 of the magnetic moments of these neighboring
hysterons only is considered. The description of the effect of
magnetic order is based on the assumption that the electron
scattering, which takes place at the interfaces between the
magnetic clusters, depends only on the electron spin direction. This approach is very reasonable for HMFs, where it is
known that electron scattering drastically depends on the
electron spin direction.
So, we can consider a given magnetic hysteron distribution as a kind of transport resistor network. Following the
concept behind the Preisach model, we consider a superposition of an infinite number of relay operators Rb共H兲
= Rb共H兲共H ; hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲—the simplest conductivity path. The switching fields 共hAi , hBi兲 are the corresponding
fields for the ith magnetic hysteron in the Preisach plane.
Each Rb共H兲 is weighted by a probability function
P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲, which is a function introduced in
this Rapid Communication, the Preisach conductivity function, which describes the probability of k magnetic hysterons
being involved in a conducting path. As a result, when the
hysteresis is rate-independent, we obtain the following expression for an “irreversible” conductivity:

冕冕
冕冕
⬁

irr共H兲 = s 兺

k=1

⫻

dhAidhBi

b共H兲

dhAi+kdhBi+k P共hAi,hBi ; . . . ;hAi+k,hBi+k兲

b共H兲

⫻R共H;hAi,hBi ; . . . ;hAi+k,hBi+k兲,

共2兲

where s is the saturation conductivity of a hysteron and
b共H兲 is the Preisach memory function, which is the same as
for magnetic hysteresis. The correlation between magnetic
and magnetoresistivity hysteresis can now be described by a
correlation between the Preisach magnetic function
P共hA , hB兲 and the Preisach conductivity function
P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲.
An important characteristic of the mixed-valence
manganese perovskites exists that gives a physical background to suggest the fundamental relation between the
conventional Preisach magnetic function, P共hA , hB兲, and
the newly proposed Preisach conductivity function,
P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲, i.e., between the magnetization
hysteresis and the magnetoresistivity hysteresis. Namely,
within the double-exchange interaction model5–7 the itinerant
charge carriers 共electrons or holes兲 provide both the magnetic
interaction between nearest Mn3+-Mn4+ ions and the material’s electrical conductivity. Due to the short mean free path
共that is typically the distance of about a lattice parameter兲,
the charge carrier probes the magnetization on a very short
length scale. As a result, for these systems a strong interplay
between local magnetic order and macroscopic electrical resistance is expected.

FIG. 1. Two magnetic hysterons 共hAi , hBi兲 and 共hAj , hBj兲 produce
conductivity hysteron. Conductivity hysteron has two states with
minimum and maximum conductivity with the switching fields coinciding with the magnetic hysteron.

Following the picture of a half-metallic magnetic material, we will suppose that the electron spin direction is parallel to the magnetic moment of the initial hysteron 共hAi , hBi兲
and may be parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the
magnetic moment of the final hysteron 共hAj , hBj兲. If parallel,
the electron experiences weak scattering and hence a low
resistance R↑↑ occurs 共which we term the “conducting
state”兲. If antiparallel, the electron experiences strong scattering and hence a high resistance, R↑↓ occurs 共which we
term the “resistive state”兲. As an example, in Fig. 1, the
resistive state arises in the field region hAi ⱕ H ⱕ hBj; hysteresis is possible for the regions of fields hBi ⱕ H ⱕ hAi and
hBj ⱕ H ⱕ hAj; for other magnetic field values, the conductivity hysteron is in the conductive state.
So, in general, one can give the following
conceptual interpretation of the conductivity function
P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲: This distribution function describes the probability of k magnetic hysterons being involved in a conducting path. This probability is proportional
to both 共i兲 the probability of the 共hAi , hBi兲 ¯ 共hAi+k , hBi+k兲
magnetic hysteron being switched simultaneously and 共ii兲 the
probability of the hysterons in a virtual switching-fields
plane to be nearest neighbors in real space. In the approximation of independent hysterons, the first probability is simply a product of the Preisach magnetic functions P共hAi , hBi兲;
the second probability is determined by the sample’s construction. Depending on the structure of the Preisach conductivity function P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲, Eq. 共2兲 is able to
describe the resistive state in magnetic materials for any
range of the system parameters. The wiping-out property12
共which is inherited in this model兲, the classical congruency
property,12 as well as thermodynamics aspects of hysteresis
for the system under consideration will be discussed in detail
elsewhere.
In order to make qualitative predictions about the relations between the magnetization and magnetoresistivity, we
consider the two limiting cases of the high-field and lowfield conductivity behavior.
(a) High-field limit M → M S. In the case of high magnetic
alignment from grain to grain 共low magnetic disorder兲, the
isolated metallic regions are clustered and a global electrical
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connectedness can be achieved. All possible current trajectories through magnetic hysterons should be taken into account. That is, the function P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲 is then
a multiple function of the probabilities P共hA , hB兲 of any particular magnetic hysteron being involved in a conducting
path,
P共hAi,hBi ;hAi+1,hBi+1兲 = c1 P共hAi,hBi兲P共hAi+1,hBi+1兲,
P共hAi,hBi ;hAi+1,hBi+1 ;hAi+2,hBi+2兲
= c2 P共hAi,hBi兲P共hAi+1,hBi+1兲P共hAi+2,hBi+2兲,
P共hAi,hBi ; . . . ;hAi+k,hBi+k兲 = ck P共hAi,hBi兲 . . . P共hAi+k,hBi+k兲,
(a)

共3兲
where c1 , c2 , . . . , ck are constants, which cannot be ignored.
For the given current trajectory, any mutual permutations of
the hysterons are physically indistinguishable and have to be
taken into account once, i.e., ck = const/ k!, where “const” is
determined by the distribution of the hysterons in real space.
From Eq. 共2兲, we then obtain irr共H兲 / s ⬃ exp关M共H兲 / M S兴,
and
therefore,
in
terms
of
resistivity
R共H兲 / R共0兲 ⬃ exp关−M共H兲 / M S兴. A detailed study indicates
that for good quality crystals, the resistivity and magnetization are related by the exponential dependence over a wide
temperature range all the way up to the Curie temperature7,16
共see Fig. 4 in Ref. 7 and Fig. 4 in Ref. 16兲.
(b) Low-field case M → 0. In the limit of low magnetic
alignment from grain to grain 共strong magnetic disorder兲, the
tunneling of carriers is mainly within a single pair of adjacent domains. The global electrical connectedness can be
neglected and the magnetoresistance is associated with the
mutual orientation of magnetization of neighboring grains.
The likelihood of a conducting path involving a larger number of magnetic hysterons becomes negligibly small. The
function P共hAi , hBi ; . . . ; hAi+k , hBi+k兲 can then be reduced to
the probability of two magnetic hysterons 共hAi , hBi兲 and
共hAj , hBj兲 being involved in a conducting path,

(b)

P共hAi,hBi ; . . . ;hAi+k,hBi+k兲 ⇒ P共hAi,hBi ;hAj,hBj兲
= c1 P共hAi,hBi兲P共hAj,hBj兲. 共4兲
Simple calculations lead to the following relation between
magnetization hysteresis M共H兲 and conductivity hysteresis
共H兲:

irr共H兲/S

冉冕 冕

= const

b共H兲

⬃ 关M共H兲/M S兴2

dhAidhBi␥共H;hAi,hBi兲P共hAi,hBi兲

冊

2

共5兲

or in terms of resistivity R共H兲 / R共0兲 = 1 − const关M共H兲 / M S兴2.
Indeed, the data obtained on a series of manganite oxides
demonstrate that in low magnetic field, the electric resistivity
and the magnetization can be described by Eq. 共5兲 共see Fig. 3
in Ref. 10兲.
Based on the relationships introduced above, we can construct both magnetic M共H兲 and magnetoresistive R共H兲 hysteresis loops if the proper probability function 共Preisach

(c)

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Magnetization as a function of magnetic field curves constructed using classical Preisach model. 共b兲
Resistivity as a function of magnetic field curves constructed using
the proposed model. The following parameters for 共a兲 and 共b兲 were
taken: C = 300, I = 300, h̄C = 100, and the Preisach function was
properly normalized. 共c兲 Experimental resistivity as a function
of magnetic field measured on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 samples at 77 K
共Ref. 17兲.

magnetic function兲 is known. As an example, Fig. 2共a兲 shows
magnetic hysteresis loops calculated by Eq. 共1兲 when the
Preisach function is specified as a Gaussian-Gaussian
distribution,12
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冉 冊 冉

P共hC,hI兲 = exp −

hI2

2I2

exp −

共hC − h̄C兲2
2C2

冊

,

共6兲

where hC = 共hA − hB兲 / 2 is a coercive field and
h1 = 共hA + hB兲 / 2 is an interaction field of the hysteron 共hA , hB兲,
C and I are standard deviations of the coercive field and
interaction field distributions, h̄C is the average for the coercive field distribution, and the Preisach function is properly
normalized. Figure 2共b兲 shows magnetoresistive hysteresis
curves in a case in which the global electrical connectedness
can be neglected and the magnetoresistance is associated
with magnetization of neighboring grains. In this case, Eq.
共5兲 can be used. The magnetoresistive hysteresis curves in
Fig. 2共b兲 qualitatively reproduce the experimentally obtained
curves on samples of compacted nanoparticles of
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 shown in Fig. 2共c兲.17
The low-field case 共M → 0兲 opens 共at least in principle兲 an
interesting possibility to restore the distribution of the Preisach hysterons in real space. Indeed, from magnetic measurements one can easily restore the Preisach function P共hA , hB兲.
Then, fitting the model resistivity loops, such as in Fig. 2共b兲,
to the experimental ones, such as in Fig. 2共c兲, one can restore
the prefactor in Eq. 共5兲. The last is directly the probability of
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